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Conquer Chaos: 

Manage High Volumes & 
Complex Immigration 
Applications with Ease
Feeling overwhelmed by paperwork? Drowning in 
complex immigration applications?

Imagility can help your law firm streamline workflows 
and conquer the mountain of paperwork that 
threatens to bury you.

Here's How

Effortless Organization

Our intuitive platform makes it easy to capture, store, and manage all your documents in 
one secure, central location. Bid adieu to the time-consuming task of searching for crucial 
information.

Automated Workflows

Eliminate repetitive tasks by automating document routing, approval processes, and 
more. Imagility frees up your valuable time to focus on what truly matters – your work.

AI-Powered Accuracy

Reduce errors and ensure consistency with our built-in AI features. Imagility helps you 
identify missing information and potential inconsistencies in your applications before they 
become problems.



Feature Highlights

Seamless Collaboration

Imagility fosters seamless collaboration between teams and clients. Share documents, 
track progress, and communicate efficiently – all within the platform.


Tailored Solutions

No matter your industry or specific needs, Imagility offers a customizable solution that 
scales with your organization.

Petition Builder

Create petitions quickly and accurately with our intuitive builder feature, enabling you to 
pull together documents in minutes.

Petition Analysis

Gain valuable insights into your petitions with our advanced analysis tools, helping you 
gain insights into gaps and make improvements to increase success rates.


Bulk Upload

Streamline your process by uploading beneficiary and petition details in bulk, saving you 
time and effort. Once uploaded, Imagility will swiftly populate this data to build complete 
petitions, ensuring lightning-fast petition creation.

Billing and Invoicing

Simplify your financial management with built-in billing and invoicing features, ensuring 
transparent and efficient transactions.
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Benefits You'll Experience

Increased Efficiency

Say goodbye to wasted time 
searching for documents and 
completing manual tasks. Imagility 
helps you achieve more in less time.

Enhanced Client Satisfaction

Imagility empowers you to deliver 
exceptional service with faster 
turnaround times and improved 
communication.

Reduced Errors

Minimize risk with AI-enabled error 
detection and built-in compliance features.

Peace of Mind

Focus on your core business activities with 
the confidence that your documents and 
applications are secure and well-managed.

Still Struggling with Paperwork and Complex Applications?

Contact Imagility today!
Schedule a free consultation to explore how 
Imagility can transform your organization.
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Download our Playbooks to learn more!


Building a Successful Immigration Practice

Automating your Practice Playbook

Download

Don't let paperwork hold you back.

Imagility: Your partner in achieving efficiency and accuracy.

Sales:

Phone: 617-865-8444
Email: sales@imagility.co

Support:

Phone:  617-865-8444
Email: support@imagility.co

Address:

125 Cambridge Park Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140, USA

Contact Us


